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Barcelona – The Hypocrisy of Sorrow
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Barcelona, 17 August, 5 PM – a white van plows with 70 km/h into a mass of pedestrians,
many of them tourists, on the famous Las Ramblas, in the heart of Barcelona. The death toll,
13 plus more than 100 injured. In an adjacent event, the police kill one alleged perpetrator.
The main suspect flees and is still at large. Or is he? – Maybe he has already been killed.

All the recent truck killings were carried out by white vans. Does it mean anything? Maybe
not.  But  importantly  ISIS  has  already  claimed  responsibility,  through  their  news
agency Amaq,  so say the presstitute media. Does anybody other than the mainstream
media check? – Probably not.  Doesn’t matter.  When ISIS claims responsibilities,  it  puts
hearts and minds at ease. The culprit has been found. It’s always the bloody Islamists-
jihadists. We can rest in peace. And life goes on.

Indeed, life must go on and being prepared for more and increasing terror attacks is what
the Mayor of London and Mr. Macron, the novice French President, already predicted. They
must know a thing or two we don’t. OK, let’s brace ourselves. Much else we can’t do anyway
– or can we?

The French head of the conservative Republican Party, François Fillon, a losing contender of
the recent Presidential elections, said with regards to the French tourists who died in the
Barcelona attack: “We must assume our responsibility…” referring to the fact that he was
not elected President – as he, Monsieur Fillon, would have done away with this Islamist
terror. How low-low can you sink? There are no words, no comments.

***

Fortunately, the alleged chief perpetrator leaves, as usual and conveniently, an ID behind in
the cabin of the white van. So, he can be traced to Melilla, a Spanish enclave in Morocco. In
a related event, in a small  town, Alcanar, some 250 km south of Barcelona, where on
Wednesday night – well before the deadly Ramblas run, a massive explosion took place in a
residence, leaving one person dead and 7 insured. One person was arrested by police. One
of the injured persons was suspected to be the driver of the white Rambla van.

In the early morning hours of Friday, hours after the Barcelona van-ram in the beach town of
Cambrils, some 120 km south of Barcelona, another van runs a police barricade, attempting
to embark on a similar terror attack against a tourist-packed pedestrian strip. Apparently
one pedestrian was killed. The police however, so the ‘news’, killed all five alleged terrorists
in the van. The police now say they suspect one of them was the driver of the white van that
rammed the Rambla. Dead men can’t talk.
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Source: LondonlovesBusiness.com

All has – sadly but predictably – the putrefied smell of another false flag. And the ‘system’,
the deep-deep dark state, again, gets away with it.

The mix of information, is seemingly incoherent and purposely very confusing. Connections
must be fabricated. Let chaos reign. Keep people confused. Keep them in the belief that
police are on top of it and on the guard. You people must not think. Indeed, shopping,
according to RT is almost back to normal. There is a candle vigil going on in plain daylight –
and a bit of a somber ambiance – and a crowd is holding an anti-islamisation rally in the
center of Barcelona. All the while the Rambla is overflowing with tourists as usual. That’s the
way it should be. Shopping is first. Put police in charge. They will protect us henceforth. In
case they can’t handle it, the military are right at hand.

In the meantime – and foremost – and immediately after the horror massacre, messages of
condolences poured in from such illustrious personalities, like Theresa May, Madame Merkel,
Emmanuel Macron, Sweden’s PM Stefan Löfven, from Belgium, Denmark…. Sorrow, no end.

Let’s not forget, in the last year the Ram-Truck-Terror, now a convenient tool of horror, fear
and killing, has hit Nice, France – 14 July 2016, Promenade des Anglais, 86 killed, almost 500
injured; Berlin, 19 December 2016, Christmas Market, 12 people dead, 56 injured; England
twice, 22 March 2017, Westminster Bridge, 5 dead, more than 50 injured; London Bridge,
June 2017, 7 dead; Stockholm, 8 April 2017, the city’s busiest shopping street – 4 died, 15
injured. And now Barcelona Spain.

The condolences of these leaders sound hollow and so hypocritical because they, the very
leaders, are at the heart of the problem. If not the direct instigators of this simply patterned
string of terror attacks, they are utterly complicit, allowing the strings being pulled on their
secret services by order of the Master Global Deep State, whose goal it is to subdue Europe,
to convert her into a police – military state, chaos, possibly civil war. A civil war not as bad
as  to  curtail  essential  consumption.  But  civil  strife  all  the  same.  Give  corporate  finance
enough room to escalate their debt and profit spiral, but leave the populace poor enough to
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produce a Europe that is devoid of thinking; no time to reflect, no time to protest – as people
will struggle for their sheer survival.

You  don’t  believe  it?  Look  at  Greece  and  elsewhere,  what’s  going  on  around  you.
Militarization slow motion. Macron is fully committed to it – and doesn’t shy from saying so.
The  French  have  understood,  and  Macron’s  popularity  has  sunk  from  66%  after  the
“election” to less than 35% today. Never mind. He is there to stay for 5 years. The French
Constitution says so. A (people’s) miracle would have to happen to remove him.

On another occasion, I  have mentioned the sophisticated hundreds of millions of euros
worth ghost town being built in a German military camp in Saxony-Althaus – for the very
purpose of training urban warfare – just in case, you and your fellow protesters, when you
can’t take it anymore, you may take to the streets and go on the barricades – that’s when
the urban trained forces of power come in to oppress you, even kill you, if necessary. What
you saw in Hamburg at the G20 Meeting in early July was just a benign precursor of what’s
to come.

Yes, that’s what’s expecting us Europeans – the US is already there, they are always a few
notches ahead of us, they are doing the trial run for us. – Barcelona is just a little stone in
the mosaic, in the Big Picture of “Full Spectrum Dominance” – the ultimate goal of the PNAC
(Plan for a new American Century) – the Washington’s and the Deep-Dark One-Eyed State’s
Bible, written and periodically updated by the ultimate One-Eyed Anglo-Zionists on top of
the echelon. We are almost there.

Why now Spain? – Spain has been spared of major terror attacks since the 11-M (11 March
2004) attack, when a few explosions at Madrid’s Atocha train station killed 192 people and
injured over 2000, three days ahead of Presidential elections. This had nothing to do with
Jihadism. Though the terror was immediately blamed on Al Qaeda, no proof was ever found.
It was the work of the right-wing government under PP (Partido Popular) in power at the
time, blaming the Socialist Party (PSOE), hoping to defeat it. It backfired. The socialists won
and stayed in power for two terms, a total of 8 years. But in the second term neoliberal
might descended also on the socialists in Spain, as it did and does everywhere in Europe.
The Socialists became and still are to this day, traitors to the people.

Today, Spain, with a smooth Parliamentary coup in 2016 that went almost unnoticed, has
quietly slipped back to the neoliberal Rajoy Government. So, Spain is supposed to be safe
for the system. It also followed the strict rules of the IMF, today reaching 100% debt to GDP,
up from about 66% before the neoliberal manufactured crisis hit Europe and the western
world in 2007 / 2008.

That’s  exactly  what  the  system wants.  Spain  is  ready  for  another  economic  collapse,
orchestrated in connivance with her leadership. Ready for another round of rent taking –
more privatization, pension and base salary cuts – the usual. Again, look at Greece and you
see the pattern. Wall Street’s appetite is never satisfied. It’s the fraudulent dollar (and euro)
economy we are enslaved to that makes this human tragedy possible – and people don’t
seem to even notice who and what is behind the planned misery.

Source: Nation Multimedia

Spain is on track for further ‘milking’. So, why more suffering now? – Spain is an important
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NATO country with three naval and military bases. The majority of the population hates
NATO, would like to get rid of it. What better way of convincing the people that the forces of
NATO are useful defenders against Islamist attacks. Yes, weak and with fear you accept
(almost) anything. Actually, you call for your hangman to protect you – in fact, it’s the
collective Stockholm syndrome.

Therefore, let’s not get sidetracked by the hollow and hypocritical words of sorrow of the
chief vassal-leaders (sic) of our three most powerful European countries which are meant to
lead the way for the people of the European Continent to become gradually but surely
enslaved into mere hapless and powerless serfs, deprived of civil and human rights. We are
well on the way there. Have you noticed?

It’s called Fascism with a smile. It’s a slow-moving soft but deadly fascism that fascinates
you at every corner, pulling you deeper and deeper into the hole of no return. It’s the
neoliberal fascism, that has abrogated and done away with every law, every regulation that
may have protected you and your hard-earned savings and public  assets;  it  conveyed
everything to the market. Even your pensions and your saving. They are no longer yours.
The market decides. Don’t believe it? – Just look at Greece. – “Hasn’t happen yet to me” –
Well it will, I guarantee it, if you don’t take over your nation and make her again YOUR
sovereign country. Act rather sooner than later. Time is running out.

Naturally,  the  situation  will  become unbearable  to  the  point  where  you  can’t  take  it
anymore, and you will want to take to the street. It’ll be too late. Urban warfare will be ready
against you.

Fascism with a smile has brought you to the point where there is no going back. It’s a new
fascism. It’s not Hitler’s fascism. It’s soft, sophisticated and deadly, if you oppose it. You are
manipulated by a blue-managed matrix, encircled by police and military, ready to fire – but
you will be fine and get fed as long as you nod, as in agreement.

Barcelona, Nice, London, Berlin, Munich, Paris, Brussels, Stockholm – and whatever else is to
come, are mere little pebbles in a growing mosaic. You better look ahead what the picture,
the mosaic may look like when its finished – the Big Picture is nasty, very nasty.

Think about the message of sorrow Mr. Putin sent to King Felipe VI of Spain:

“We strongly condemn this brutal and cynical crime against civilians. What has
happened once again emphasizes the need for the global community to join
efforts to fight against the forces of terror.”

Mr. Putin has not mentioned Islam. He knows that he talks to western leaders who are in
bed with terror, that getting them out of bed is a pipe dream. They are bought or threatened
– with promises of heaven – to lead this system of terror all the way to a One World Order,
or as India’s President Modi said so eloquently in a recent RT interview – until the world is
eventually one happy family. Bingo.

But it is not the end. There are alternatives. The western world is like a sinking ship. It’s a
slow sinking ship, slow and smiling as the fascism that drives it. We may not notice it. But
look all around you, the massive killing, the fraud, the lawlessness at every step, up to the
highest levels of government. Forget the msm presstitute, they are lying.
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Most everybody knows this today. The next few centuries or more, are the Age of the East –
Russia and China are opening the gates for an Economy of Peace, led by President Xi
Jinping’s initiative, the enormous multi-pronged OBI – One Belt Initiative, formerly the OBOR
– One Belt One Road; a new Silk road that stretches from Shanghai to Hamburg and from
Vladivostok to Lisbon and connecting Syria and Iran in the South.

Be brave! Dare to detach. Detach from the lie and fraud we have been living for the last two
millennia, all the way back to the Roman Empire and which may be reaching soon a peak, a
fiery  and  bloody  peak  which  may  end  life  as  we  know  it  in  a  nuclear  all-annihilating
holocaust. Because the dying beast may not want to leave survivors on this planet of ours.

Peter Koenig is an economist and geopolitical analyst. He is also a former World Bank staff
and worked extensively around the world in the fields of environment and water resources.
He lectures at universities in the US, Europe and South America. He writes regularly for
Global Research, ICH, RT, Sputnik, PressTV, The 4th Media (China), TeleSUR, The Vineyard of
The Saker Blog, and other internet sites. He is the author of Implosion – An Economic Thriller
about War, Environmental Destruction and Corporate Greed – fiction based on facts and on
30 years of World Bank experience around the globe. He is also a co-author of The World
Order and Revolution! – Essays from the Resistance. 
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